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This work studies the Hawking energy in a cosmological context. The past lightcone of a point
in spacetime is the natural geometric structure closely linked to cosmological observations. By
slicing the past lightcone into a 1-parameter family of spacelike 2-surfaces, the evolution of the
Hawking energy down the lightcone is studied. Strong gravitational fields may generate lightcone
self-intersections and wave front singularities. We show that in the presence of swallow-tail type
singularities, the Hawking energy and its variation along the null generators of the lightcone remains
well-defined and subsequently discuss its positivity and monotonicity.
I. INTRODUCTION
A general and consistent notion of energy or mass poses
a difficulty in the context of general relativity. Due to the
weak equivalence principle, the energy momentum distri-
bution of the gravitational field is locally vanishing for a
freely-falling observer moving along a geodesic. Because
of these local considerations, quasilocal constructions were
brought forward, see for instance [1] and references therein.
Amongst the candidates is a construction by Hawking [2],
which will be referred to as Hawking energy in the follow-
ing. Based on a closed spacelike 2-surface S in spacetime,
it phenomenologically aims to relate the energy/matter
content enclosed by S to the amount of light bending on
S.
A sensible energy definition should match previously
established concepts of energy in highly symmetric or
asymptotic settings, such as the ADM- or Bondi-mass,
but still be general enough to also apply to more general
set-ups. A central challenge for many quasilocal energy
definitions is to provide a sensible meaning to the concepts
of positivity and monotonicity in a physically realistic and
general enough context. For asymptotically flat space-
times filled with matter obeying the dominant energy
condition (DEC), several positive mass theorems for the
ADM-mass [3–5] as well as for the Bondi-mass [6–8] were
established. Later, positivity of mass was extended also to
asymptotically AdS-spacetimes and to Einstein-Maxwell
theory [9]. Closely linked to the question of positivity is
the Penrose conjecture [10, 11], relating the total mass of a
spacetime to the area of the outermost apparent horizon.
The corresponding Riemannian version, the Riemann-
Penrose inequality, was proven by Huisken & Ilmanen [12]
using the observation by Geroch that the Hawking energy
behaves monotonously under the inverse mean curvature
flow [13]; it was also independently proven by Bray [14].
More generally, in [15] the authors examined under which
flows the Hawking energy is monotonous.
The context in which the present work studies energy
in a spacetime is observational cosmology [16, 17],
whose fundamental objective is to infer properties of
the universe solely based on local observations. In
particular, we would like to find a meaningful notion of
energy for the observable universe, that is, the part of
spacetime causally connected to and in the past of the
observation event. The natural geometric object directly
related to the causal boundary, but also to cosmological
observations, is the past lightcone of an observer. We
stress that the lightcone is a geometric object associated
to the spacetime at a given point without any further
specifications. Therefore, a natural question is whether
a well-defined notion of energy on the past lightcone
exists. Positivity of energy for null-geodesically complete,
globally smooth lightcones was shown in [18]. Specifically
for the Hawking energy, positivity and monotonicity
results were established in [19, 20]. However, due to
strong gravitational fields, potentially sourced by local
inhomogeneities, the lightcone might develop singularities
and caustics [21–24], see also [25] for a general overview
about lightcones in the context of gravitational lensing.
The aim of this paper is to study the properties of the
Hawking energy in such a cosmological set-up, even
admitting certain types of singularities which generically
appear in lightcones.
This work is structured as follows. The Hawking en-
ergy and its main properties are discussed in section II,
before the cosmological set-up together with the slicing
construction of the lightcone is explained in section III.
The weak lensing regime in absence of self-intersections
is studied in section IV. The effect of self-intersections on
the lightcone geometry is addressed in section V. Section
VI establishes the well-definedness of the Hawking energy
and its derivative in the presence of swallow-tail type
singularities. The rescaling freedom of the null generators
of the lightcone is discussed in section VII, before moving
to a discussion on monotonicity and possible extensions
in sections VIII & IX. We conclude in section X.
II. HAWKING ENERGY
Unless stated otherwise, we assume a globally hyper-
bolic Lorentzian spacetime (M, g) satisfying the Einstein
field equations (EFEs):
Rab − 1
2
Rgab = 8piTab , (1)
with Ricci tensor Rab, Ricci scalar R, and the energy-
momentum tensor Tab satisfying the DEC. A potential
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2cosmological constant can be accommodated in Tab in
the following discussions. The signature convention is
(−+ ++) and we use units in which c = G = 1.
A spacelike 2-surface S in M uniquely defines two
distinct orthogonal null congruences, both of which are
either future or past directed, represented by two null
vector fields la and na. These congruences are often
referred to as outgoing and ingoing, their expansion scalars
are denoted by θ+ = ∇ala and θ− = ∇ana respectively,
where ∇a is the covariant derivative associated with the
spacetime metric g. Hawking’s original definition [2] of
the energy E(S) associated with a spacelike surface S of
spherical topology reads:
E(S) :=
√
A(S)
(4pi)3/2
(
2pi +
1
4
∫
S
θ+θ− dS
)
, (2)
where A(S) =
∫
S
dS denotes the area of the surface
S given in terms of the pullback dS of the canonical
spacetime volume form onto S. This definition satisfies
several important limits briefly reviewed here, see also
[1, 20]:
(i) The Hawking energy of any point in spacetime
should vanish, hence E(S) → 0 for S degenerat-
ing to a point.
(ii) For a small sphere of (area) radius r → 0 about
point p, one finds for the leading order in r [26]:
E(S) ∼ r5Babcdtatbtctd ≥ 0 in vacuum (3)
E(S) ∼ r3 Tabtatb in non-vacuum (4)
with the Bel-Robinson tensor Babcd
1, ta ∈ TpM
a unit timelike vector orthogonal to S, and the
energy-momentum tensor Tab. If the DEC holds,
then E(S) ≥ 0 also in the non-vacuum case.
(iii) For large spheres near null infinity I±, the Bondi-
Sachs energy is recovered [2]: E(S)→ EBondi-Sachs.
(iv) For large spheres near spatial infinity i0, the ADM-
mass is recovered [1]: E(S)→ EADM .
(v) In a spherically symmetric spacetime, the Hawking
energy coincides with the Misner-Sharp energy, e.g.
[27].
(vi) If S is a metric sphere in Minkowski spacetime:
E(S) = 0 [1].
(vii) Given a null hypersurface with θ+ = 0, for instance
a non-expanding horizon or a Killing horizon. For
any spacelike spherical cross section S, one finds:
E(S) =
√
A(S)
16pi
. (5)
1 The Bel-Robinson tensor is defined as
Babcd := Caecf C
e f
b d − 32ga[bCjk]cfC
jk f
d .
In particular, for a cross section of the event horizon
of a Kerr-Newman black hole, the irreducible mass
Mirr is recovered, see e.g. [20].
Two other properties one would expect from an energy
definition are positivity and monotonicity. However, it
appears that this is not given in the general case. Con-
cerning positivity, it is worth pointing out that (vi) only
holds for metric spheres and not for arbitrary topological
spheres on Minkowski spacetime. In fact, the Hawking en-
ergy might become negative for suitably shaped spheres2.
In order to maintain a vanishing energy for any spacelike
topological sphere in Minkowski space, Hayward proposed
a modification by including shear and twist terms [28].
However, it is negative for small spheres in vacuum [29]. A
general positivity result for maximal slices was obtained
in [19]. Furthermore, one would naturally expect the
energy to increase if the domain, i.e. the surface S, is
enlarged. Since in general there are many ways to enlarge
S, one would have to specify a particular construction to
give a more precise meaning to the statement. Eardley
was able to construct a special family of surfaces along
which the Hawking energy increases monotonously [20].
This result is essential in order to establish monotonicity
in the weak lensing case and will be discussed in greater
detail in section IV.
In the light of these results, a natural question is
whether positivity and monotonicity of the Hawking en-
ergy can be established in particular, physically relevant
set-ups, such as the past lightcone of an observer in cos-
mology.
III. COSMOLOGICAL SET-UP
The cosmological context in which we aim to answer
this question is provided by the observational approach
by Ellis and others [16, 17]. Based solely on data on
the past lightcone of an observer, it aims at deducing
the spacetime geometry in the vicinity of the lightcone
without further model assumptions. Mathematically, it
constitues a characteristic final value problem, see e.g.
[30, 31] and references therein, with final data given on
the past lightcone and a solution in the chronological past
of the event is constructed by propagating the data on
the lightcone into its interior via the EFEs. The observer
is assumed to be a point p in spacetime M and a future-
pointing normalised timelike vector ua ∈ TpM . This is a
good approximation as long as the duration of observa-
tion is negligible compared to the dynamical timescale of
the universe. Almost all cosmologically relevant informa-
tion, such as light and gravitational waves, travels with
the speed of light, hence the central geometric object of
2 In general, the Hawking energy turns negative if according to (21)
the mean curvature H of S within the spacelike hypersurface Σ
is large enough compared to the mean curvature τ of Σ in M .
3interest is the past lightcone C−(p) of the observer at
p ∈M . It is a null hypersurface and can be uniquely con-
structed once the point p ∈M is specified. In Minkowski
spacetime, it is an undistorted cone with topology R×S2.
However, the presence of matter or other inhomogeneities
will in general deform the lightcone. Two regimes can be
distinguished:
• Weak Lensing Regime: the lightcone remains an
embedded surface, but is weakly deformed, preserv-
ing the R×S2 topology. Hence, no multiple images
of the same source appear.
• Strong Lensing Regime: the lightcone is strongly
deformed and intersects itself. Changes in topology
cause multiple imaging.
More formally, the past lightcone C−(p) of a cosmolog-
ical observer (p, ua) in a globally hyperbolic spacetime
M is the image of the exponential map expp along past-
pointing null vectors ∈ TpM on its maximal domain of
definition. Sufficiently close to p, the exponential map
is always injective. At self-intersections, the exponential
map fails to be injective, i.e. points may be reached along
multiple null geodesics starting at p. Another crucial
observation is that past null geodesics issued at p are
initially part of the boundary I˙−(p) of the chronological
past I−(p) of p, but might leave the boundary into the
interior. Thus, they are not exclusively confined to I˙−(p)
but rather to I˙−(p) ∪ I−(p). The last point along a null
generator γ(τ) still in I˙−(p) is called cut point of γ. The
union of all cut points of all past-pointing null generators
is then referred to as cut locus L−(p) of the past lightcone
C−(p). Any point of a generator beyond the cut point
lies in the chronological past of p and therefore can also
be reached along a timelike curve from p. At a cut point,
multiple null generators intersect, either infinitesimally
close generators resulting in a conjugate point, or globally
different generators, see Fig. 1. Furthermore, since I˙−(p)
is an achronal boundary and therefore a Lipschitz con-
tinuous submanifold [32], the same holds for the part of
the lightcone contained in the boundary, C−(p) ∩ I˙−(p).
Additionally, the cut locus has measure zero in I˙−(p),
thus, C−(p) ∩ I˙−(p) is differentiable everywhere except
at p and the cut locus [25].
In this cosmological set-up, we study the properties
of the Hawking energy on the past lightcone C−(p) of a
cosmological observer. In particular, we are interested
in monotonicity properties of E along a family of two
dimensional slices (St) down the lightcone. Before turning
to more formal and rigorous statements in sections IV &
VIII, we first provide an intuitive argument in favour of
monotonicity.
The past lightcone in Fig. 1 can be sliced into two
dimensional spacelike surfaces, for instance by a one-
parameter family of (partial) Cauchy surfaces Σt. The
p
C−(p)
q
L−(p)
FIG. 1. Lightcone C−(p) of point p going through a gravita-
tional lensing event causing C−(p) to intersect itself at the cut
locus L−(p) (blue), which is part of the exterior C−(p)∩ I˙−(p).
Two different null generators (red) intersect at the cut locus,
after which they turn into the interior I−(p) (dashed). The
conjugate point q, where infinitesimally close generators inter-
sect, is of swallow-tail type. Two cusp ridges originating from
q remain in I−(p).
part of such a lightcone slice contained in the past causal
boundary I˙−(p) is denoted by St: St := C−(p)∩I˙−(p)∩Σt.
Since I˙−(p) is the past causal boundary of I−(p), any
matter respecting the DEC can only leave I−(p) to the
future, in particular, nothing can enter I−(p) from outside.
Therefore, taking two different slices St and St′ with
t < t′ as depicted in Fig. 2, matter may only leave I−(p)
between t and t′. Turning the argument around, the
surfaces St should enclose more and more matter towards
the past. Each St is typically a closed, spacelike surface
and thus has an associated Hawking energy E(St). By
the above argument, the Hawking energy should then be
monotonously increasing along the family (St) down the
lightcone. Though, this naive argument only holds for
θ+ > 0 everywhere on C
−(p) as we shall see later.
It is crucial to note that this argument only holds
for surfaces which are part of the causal boundary. As
mentioned above, the lightcone generators leave the
boundary after self-intersections and the interior parts of
C−(p), that is the part contained in the chronological
past, can be penetrated by timelike curves. Therefore, we
have to exclude the interior parts of C−(p) and restrict
our monotonicity discussion to the part of the lightcone
contained in the causal boundary C−(p) ∩ I˙−(p). Also
from a geometric point of view, C−(p) ∩ I˙−(p) is a much
4p
St′
St
I˙−(p)
FIG. 2. Causal matter can only leave I−(p) to the future, but
nothing can enter from the outside. Thus, the Hawking energy
should monotonously increase from St′ to St.
better-behaved hypersurface than C−(p) since it is a
Lipschitz manifold, whereas C−(p) might in general fail
to be a manifold due to complicated self-intersections in
the interior of I˙−(p).
In the subsequent sections, we do not use Cauchy sur-
faces, but rather adopt the following construction in order
to generate the 1-parameter family of lightcone slices. We
start with an initial lightcone cut S sufficiently close to
p, guaranteeing that S is a topological sphere and that
the Hawking energy is positive due to the small sphere
limit [26]. The part of the lightcone in the past of S
is generated by the past-pointing null geodesics associ-
ated with the null generators la. The lightcone can then
be sliced into constant affine parameter distance slices
Sλ, with λ ≥ 0 and Sλ=0 = S. However, since la is a
null vector field, we have a pointwise rescaling freedom
la → αla, with α > 0 a function on S. After fixing the
rescaling freedom in a suitable manner, as is done in the
subsequent sections, we walk down a unit distance along
the generators and arrive at a new spacelike cut, where
the rescaling procedure is repeated etc. The function α
extends to a function on C−(p) ∩ I˙−(p) and encodes the
particular choice of the lightcone foliation (Sλ). Changing
from one foliation with corresponding affine parameter λ
to another one with λ˜ relates the change of E for each
foliation via
∂E
∂λ˜
=
∂E
∂λ
∂λ
∂λ˜
. (6)
Thus, if E is monotonously increasing along the λ-
foliation, it increases along the new foliation if ∂λ
∂λ˜
> 0,
that is, if λ is an increasing function of λ˜.
IV. WEAK LENSING REGIME
This section addresses monotonicity in scenarios exclud-
ing caustics, a discussion including these can be found in
the next sections. The following results can be understood
as an application of Eardley’s findings [20] to lightcones.
Each lightcone slice on the boundary, Sλ ⊂ C−(p)∩ I˙−(p),
comes with an associated Hawking energy E(Sλ). In the
following, it is assumed that each slice Sλ is topologically
a sphere, a brief discussion of different topologies can be
found in section IX. The change of the Hawking energy
(2) assigned to Sλ along the outgoing null direction l
a is
given by ∂λE(Sλ) ≡ E˙(Sλ):
E˙(Sλ) =
E(Sλ)
2A(Sλ)
∫
Sλ
θ+ dSλ+
+
√
A(Sλ)
(4pi)3/2
∫
Sλ
[
θ˙+θ− + θ+θ˙− + θ2+θ−
]
dSλ ,
(7)
where we used A(S) =
∫
S
dS and ˙(dS) = θ+dS. At the
same time, the vector field la will be taken to be identical
to the null generators of the past lightcone C−(p). Next,
we will make use of the Sachs equation for the evolution
of θ+ (see e.g. [32]):
θ˙+ = −1
2
θ2+ − σabσab −Rablalb . (8)
Since la generates a null hypersurface, the vorticity term
in the general Sachs equation is vanishing and thus absent
in (8). σab denotes the shear tensor of the congruence l
a.
Using the EFEs, the right hand side of (8) is non-positive
if the DEC holds. The evolution equation of θ− along la
can be derived from [33]:
θ˙− = DaΩa + ΩaΩa − 1
2
2R+
1
2
habRab − θ+θ− . (9)
It describes the change of the expansion of the ingoing
null congruence na along the outgoing one. Ωa = ∇lna
denotes the change of the ingoing null vector along the
outgoing one. hab denotes the two dimensional Rieman-
nian metric on Sλ defined by the pullback of the spacetime
metric gab onto Sλ. They are related via
hab = gab + lanb + nalb . (10)
Da is the covariant derivative on Sλ compatible with its
induced metric hab and related to the spacetime covariant
derivative ∇ via the projection operator onto TSλ, Π ba =
δ ba + lan
b + nal
b. For instance, DaX
b = Π caΠ
b
d∇cXd for
any Xa ∈ TSλ. The two dimensional Ricci scalar of Sλ
is denoted by 2R. Using the EFE, we find
habRab = R+ 2Rabl
anb = 16piTabl
anb ≥ 0 , (11)
if the DEC is satisfied. Inserting (8), (9), and (11) into
(7) yields:
E˙(Sλ) =
E(Sλ)
2A(Sλ)
∫
Sλ
θ+ dSλ
+
√
A(Sλ)
(4pi)3/2
∫
Sλ
{
− θ−
(
1
2
θ2+ + σabσ
ab +Rabl
alb
)
+ θ+
(
DaΩ
a + ΩaΩ
a − 1
2
2R+ 8piTabl
anb
)}
dSλ .
(12)
5Eardley [20] established a monotonicity results for a par-
ticular family of surfaces (Sr). Starting off with a surface
S with θ+ > 0 & θ− ≤ 0 almost everywhere. One can
define a constant r on S by A(S) =: 4pir2. Although na is
normalised such that nala = −1, there is still a pointwise
rescaling freedom of la left: la → αla with α > 0. It
is used to rescale la such that θ+ =
2
r . Since ∂λr = 1,
r is also a parameter along the congruence. In fact, r
corresponds to a luminosity distance function for a source
of luminosity L and flux F :
r =
√
L
4piF
=
√
AF
4piF
=
√
A
4pi
. (13)
Starting with the initial surface S being a lightcone section
arbitrarily close to the tip p, the remaining lightcone is
foliated by level surfaces Sr of constant r. Along this
special family of surfaces Sr, (12) can be further simplified
by inserting the explicit expressions for A and θ+:
E˙(Sr) =
1
4pi
∫
Sr
{
− r
4
θ−
(
σabσ
ab +Rabl
alb
)
+
1
2
(
ΩaΩ
a +
1
2
R+Rabl
anb
)}
dSr , (14)
where the Gauss-Bonnet theorem for a sphere
∫
S
2R dS =
8pi was used as well as
∫
S
DaΩ
a dS = 0, because S is a
closed surface. Extending the assumption θ+ > 0 and
θ− ≤ 0 to all Sr, and further assuming the DEC, we find
the right hand side of (14) to be non-negative, because
σabσ
ab ≥ 0 and ΩaΩa ≥ 0, which can be verified by direct
calculation. Using the EFEs, the curvature terms are
shown to be non-negative because of the DEC. Thus, the
Hawking energy increases monotonously along the partic-
ular foliation (Sr) of C
−(p) given the above assumptions.
In fact, monotonicity can be established for a whole class
of foliations, namely those with ∂λ˜λ > 0, cf. (6). Eard-
ley’s precise expression in Newman-Penrose variables [20]
is recovered after making use of the identities µ = θ−2 ,
1
2σabσ
ab = |σ|2, φ00 = 12Rablalb, ΩaΩa = 2pip¯i = 2|α+ β¯|2
and 14R+
1
2Rabl
anb = 3Λ+φ11. Additionally, if the initial
sphere S is sufficiently close to the lightcone tip p, the
Hawking energy is positive due to the small sphere limit
of [26]. Summarising, we found that the Hawking energy
on the past lightcone C−(p) of an observer p is positive
and monotonously increasing to the past, provided that
θ+ > 0 & θ− ≤ 0 almost everywhere, and matter obeys
the DEC.
The central assumption is the strict positivity of the
expansion θ+ of the outgoing null congruence l
a generat-
ing the lightcone. Firstly, this excludes spacetimes with
certain global properties, such as the existence of past
apparent horizons, beyond which θ+ turns negative [34].
This is the case in many cosmological settings, in partic-
ular FLRW dust universes with a positive cosmological
constant, the Einstein static universe or other recollapsing
models. In any case, the monotonicity results remain true
even in such spacetimes in a suitably close neighbourhood
of the observer p. Secondly, this also excludes local re-
gions of C−(p) with negative expansion, as is the case
in the presence of caustics due to local inhomogeneities
causing strong gravitational lensing. A discussion on the
inclusion of caustics can be found in the next chapter,
the results so far only hold in the case of an empty cut
locus of C−(p), L−(p) = ∅. In particular, this includes
the weak lensing regime.
V. GEOMETRY OF C−(p) IN THE PRESENCE
OF STRONG LENSES
In more realistic cosmological set-ups, the past light-
cone will typically display self-intersections. Ellis et al.
[21] estimated the number of caustics on our past light-
cone due to inhomogeneities to be of the order 1022. In
general, these self-intersections may be arbitrarily com-
plicated. Yet, it was shown that the multitude of these
self-intersections can be divided into stable and unsta-
ble ones in the following sense. The set of points in
spacetime M that can be reached by the outgoing, re-
spectively ingoing, null geodesic congruence emanating
from an orientable, spacelike, smooth surface S in M is
called wavefront, see e.g. [25]. The caustic of a wavefront
is defined to be the set of points where the wavefront fails
to be an immersed submanifold of M . In particular, the
past lightcone C−(p) of p is a wavefront if S is chosen
suitably close to p. Stability refers to arbitrarily small
perturbations of the initial surface S, see e.g. [23] for more
details. A classification of stable caustics of wavefronts
was established by [22, 23, 35, 36], using Arnol’d’s singu-
larity theory of Lagrangian and Legendrian maps [24, 37].
Of particular relevance for the present work, Low showed
[35, 36] that only two types of stable caustics appear in the
intersection of a lightcone with a spacelike hypersurface,
referred to as cusp and swallow-tail singularities.
Before discussing more general set-ups, we study the
simple lensing configuration in Fig.1, where both cusp
and swallow-tail singularities are present in C−(p) ∩ Σt.
The presence of self-intersections renders C−(p) Lipschitz
continuous on the measure zero set of self-intersections,
in other words, the light cone remains smooth almost
everywhere. In the following discussion, we assume that
the cut locus L−(p) also has measure zero in each slice
St = C
−(p) ∩ I˙−(p) ∩ Σt, i.e. St is smooth almost every-
where, which is certainly satisfied for the configuration in
Fig.1.
Thus in the most general case discussed here, the surface
S may contain a measure zero set of isolated singular
points. Since singular points are conjugate points along
the null generators with respect to p, the expansion of the
lightcone generators θ+ = −∞ at a singular point. Hence,
θ+ is a smooth function almost everywhere on S, apart
from the singular points. Large regions of S will display
a positive θ+, and by continuity, any singular point is
surrounded by a neighbourhood with negative θ+.
6Also, at least for a spherically symmetric lens (cf.
Fig.1) and related configurations, only swallow-tail singu-
lar points can be found in C−(p) ∩ I˙−(p), cusp singular
points appear only at self-intersections in the interior
I−(p). Hence, it suffices to take only swallow-tail singular
points on S into account, additionally, one could conjec-
ture that of all stable singular points according to Arnol’d,
only swallow-tail ones appear in C−(p) ∩ I˙−(p) ∩ Σt.
VI. HAWKING ENERGY IN THE PRESENCE
OF SINGULARITIES
Given the above set-up of a light cone including caustics,
it is a natural question whether or not the Hawking energy
for a surface containing these types of singularities is well-
defined. In particular, since at singular points θ+ = −∞,
one might wonder whether the integral
∫
S
θ+θ− dS in (2)
is well-defined, i.e. finite, for S containing singular points.
In the following, we show that this is indeed the case
for swallow-tail singularities only, whereas the integral is
divergent if S contains cusp points.
The past-pointing null vectors la and na orthogonal to
the spacelike codimension-2 surface S can be decomposed
into a timelike (future-pointing) unit normal ta as well as
a spacelike unit normal va via
la =
1√
2
(−ta + va) & na = 1√
2
(−ta − va) . (15)
Following [1], the tangent bundle TM of the spacetime
M can be decomposed into the sum of the tangent bundle
TS of S and the normal bundle NS of S by using the
corresponding projectors
Πab := δ
a
b + t
atb − vavb = δab + lanb + nalb and
Oab := δ
a
b −Πab (16)
respectively. For example, the spacetime metric g can
be decomposed into the intrinsic metric h on S and an
orthogonal part, cf. (10):
gab = hab − tatb + rarb = hab − lanb − nalb . (17)
Corresponding to each normal, there is an associated
extrinsic curvature τab and Hab:
τab = Π
c
aΠ
d
b∇ctd & Hab = ΠcaΠdb∇cvd . (18)
τab is the extrinsic curvature (or second fundamental form)
of the spacelike hypersurface Σ with timelike normal ta
embedded in spacetime. Σ creates the lightcone slices:
S = C−(p) ∩ I˙−(p) ∩ Σ. Hab is the extrinsic curvature of
the spacelike 2-surface S with spacelike normal va within
the spacelike hypersurface Σ. Taking the trace results
in the mean curvatures τ and H of S in each direction.
Using the definitions θ+ = ∇ala and θ− = ∇ana, together
with (15) & (18), yields the following relation between
the null expansions and mean curvatures:
θ± =
1√
2
(−τ ±H) . (19)
q
S
θ+θ− < 0
θ+θ− > 0
θ+θ− < 0
FIG. 3. A singular point q on S is surrounded by a trapped,
ring-like region (grey), where the product of the null expansions
θ+θ− is positive.
Because θ+ = −∞ at singular points, (19) implies that
one of the mean curvatures has to diverge. Since τ is the
mean curvature of the smooth spacelike hypersurface Σ,
it is finite, and hence, H → −∞ at singular points. The
product of expansions can be written as the norm of the
main curvature vector Qa of S:
Qa : = −θ−la − θ+na = τta −Hva thus
−QaQa = 2θ+θ− = τ2 −H2 . (20)
In the generic case where θ+ > 0 and θ− < 0, Qa is space-
like, it is null if one of the expansions is zero, for example
on horizons, and becomes timelike if the expansions have
the same sign, for instance for trapped surfaces. These
results imply that every singular point on S is surrounded
by a ”trapped ring”, where θ+θ− > 0 (see Fig.3).
Using (20), the integral expression appearing in (2)
becomes
E(S) =
√
A(S)
(4pi)3/2
(
2pi +
1
8
∫
S
(
τ2 −H2) dS) . (21)
The fact that H diverges at singular points was also
more formally established in [38] (c.f. corollary 3.5), where
the authors proved that the mean curvature of a hyper-
surface in a Riemannian manifold diverges at swallow-tail
or cusp singular points. Although H is divergent, one
might still hope that
∫
S
H2 dS in (21) is finite. In the fol-
lowing, we show that this is the case only for swallow-tail
singularities, whereas the integral diverges for cusp sin-
gularities. Therefore, the Hawking energy is well-defined,
i.e. finite-valued, for Lipschitz surfaces only containing
swallow-tail singularities.
It suffices to study the integral in a neighbourhood
Q ⊂ S of a singular point, because the mean curvature is
always finite-valued at non-singular points of S. Below, we
arrive at explicit expressions for the mean curvature near
7a cusp and swallow-tail singular point, if S is embedded
in Euclidean space, and find that
∫
Q
H2 dS diverges for
a cusp, but is finite for a swallow-tail point. This result
can be immediately extended to the Riemannian case by
replacing the Euclidean metric g in the calculation below
with its Riemannian counterpart, altering the result only
by finite factors.
The following calculation and notation follows [38].
Given a smooth map f : M → N from an oriented
2-manifold M into an oriented Riemannian 3-manifold N
with metric g. f is called an instantaneous wavefront if
there exists a unit vector field νa ∈ N along f such that
g(f∗X, ν) = 0 ∀X ∈ TM . νa is called the normal vector
of the instantaneous wavefront f . An instantaneous wave-
front is the intersection of a wavefront with a spacelike
hypersurface [25]. q ∈M is called a singular point of the
front f , if f is not an immersion at q. A singular point is
called cusp point or swallow-tail point respectively, if it
is locally diffeomorphic to
fC(u, v) := (u
2, u3, v) or
fS(u, v) := (3u
4 + u2v, 4u3 + 2uv, v) (22)
at (u, v) = (0, 0). The mean curvature H of the front f
with normal vector νa is
H :=
EN − 2FM +GL
4λ2
, (23)
with fu = ∂uf , fv = ∂vf , E = g(fu, fu), F = g(fu, fv),
G = g(fv, fv), |λ| =
√
EG− F 2, L = −g(fu, νu), M =
−g(fv, νu) = −g(fu, νv), N = −g(fv, νv). Computing
the mean curvature for cusp and swallow-tail singularities
near the singular point (0, 0) yields:
HC = − 3
2u(9u2 + 4)3/2
and (24)
HS =
u4 + 4u2 + 1
8(6u2 + v)(u4 + u2 + 1)3/2
. (25)
Inserting these into the integral expression in (21) using
dS = |λ|dudv and setting the integration range
QC = {v ∈ [b1, b2], u ∈ [−a, a]} yields∫
QC
H2C dS =
9
4
v|b2b1
∫ a
−a
du
|u| (9u2 + 4)5/2
u→0≈ 9
128
v|b2b1
∫ a
−a
du
|u| =
9
128
(b2 − b1) · 2 [ln(|u|)]a0 = +∞
(26)
for the cusp case. In the case of the swallow-tail, we
must be careful to only integrate over the outer part of
the surface, i.e. the part contained in C−(p) ∩ I˙−(p), see
Fig.4. This is done by restricting the integration range
to v ≥ −2u2 in the above parametrization,
FIG. 4. Front containing a swallow-tail singularity. The outer
part ⊂ I˙−(p) is coloured in red and satisfies v ≥ −2u2. It is a
zoom-in of Fig.1 near the swallow-tail point q.
QS =
{
v ∈ [−2u2, a], u ∈ [−b, b]}, yielding∫
QS
H2S dS =
∫ b
−b
du
∫ a
−2u2
dv
(
u4 + 4u2 + 1
)2
32 (u4 + u2 + 1)
5/2
(6u2 + v)
=
∫ b
−b
du
(
u4 + 4u2 + 1
)2
32 (u4 + u2 + 1)
5/2
ln
(
3
2
+
a
4u2
)
u→0≈ 1
32
∫ b
−b
ln
( a
4u2
)
du
=
1
16
[
2u+ u ln
( a
4u2
)]b
0
<∞ . (27)
Summarising, we showed that the integrals in (21) are
finite, thus the Hawking energy for a topological sphere
S containing swallow-tail singularities is well-defined.
Next, we address the derivative of E along the null
generators (12), which can be further simplified by making
use of the contracted Gauss equation:
2R = hachbdRabcd − θ+θ− + 2σ+abσab− . (28)
Applying the Ricci decomposition of the Riemann tensor
(see also [39]) and using the metric decomposition (17)
together with the EFE yields:
hachbdRabcd = h
achbdCabcd + 16piTabl
anb with
hachbdCabcd = 2Clnnl , (29)
after using the symmetries of the Weyl tensor. The Weyl
tensor term vanishes if la belongs to a null geodesic con-
gruence. This can be seen by taking the shear evolution
equation along the null congruence, contracting it with
nanb and noting that σ+abn
a = 0:
Cnlnl = −nanb∇lσ+ab − θ+σ+abnanb = 0 . (30)
Summarising, we find
2R = 16piTln − θ+θ− + 2σ+abσab− . (31)
Next, the term ΩaΩ
a appearing in (12) can be expressed
in terms of the energy momentum tensor.
8Recalling that Ωa = ∇lna as well as taking into account
that Ωal
a = 0 = Ωan
a, we are left with
∇l (nα∇lnα) = ∇l
(
1
2
∇l(nαnα)
)
= 0 ⇔
ΩaΩ
a = −na∇lΩa . (32)
Using the evolution equation for Ωa along the null
generators (cf. [33]),
∇lΩν = −Θαν Ωα−θ+Ων+8piTµν lµ+
1
2
Dνθ+−Dασ α+ ν ,
(33)
and contracting it with na, we end up with
ΩaΩ
a = −8piTln . (34)
Thus, inserting (31) and (34) into (12), we find
E˙ =
E(S)
A(S)
∫
S
θ+ dS +
√
A(S)
(4pi)3/2
∫
S
[− (θ−σ+abσab+ + θ+σ+abσab− )− 8pi (θ−Tll + θ+Tln) + θ+DαΩα] dS . (35)
This expression describes how the Hawking energy changes
along constant affine parameter slices of spherical topology
of the past lightcone C−(p). The shear and matter effects
separate into two different contributions.
Before discussing the terms and addressing monotonic-
ity, we first comment on whether or not the first derivative
E˙, in addition to the energy itself, is well-defined. One
can check with (25) that
∫
S
HS dS as well as
∫
S
H2S dS are
finite, however,
∫
S
H3S dS diverges. Since the first as well
as the terms involving the energy momentum tensor are
proportional to H, they are finite. Because S is a mani-
fold without boundary,
∫
S
θ+DαΩ
α = − ∫
S
ΩαDαθ+, and
Dαθ+ is proportional to ∂uH and ∂vH. Again, one can
check explicitly with the help of (25) that these derivatives
are finite. Turning to the shear terms, we note that the
shear tensors σ±ab are also diverging at singular points, in
particular in the same way as θ± for non-degenerate sin-
gular points such as cusp or swallow-tail [40]. Therefore,
θ−σ+abσ
ab
+ and θ+σ
+
abσ
ab
− are of order H
3, hence their inte-
grals over S diverge. However, close to a singular point,
both terms have opposite signs and cancel each other.
This can be seen by rewriting the expression with the
help of Qcab := h
d
ah
e
b∇dhce and noting that Θab = −lcQcab,
Ξab = −ncQcab:
θ−σ+abσ
ab
+ + θ+σ
+
abσ
ab
− = σ
ab
+ QcQ
c
ab . (36)
Next, expressing Qa and QCab in terms of the timelike and
spacelike unit normals ta and va yields:
σab+ QcQ
c
ab =
1√
2
ττab
(
τab +Hab
)
+
1
2
τ2θ+
− 1√
2
HHabτ
ab +
1√
2
HHabH
ab − 1
2
θ+H
2 .
(37)
All terms apart from the last two are at most of the order
H2 and thus integrable. The last two terms are diverging
as H3 near a singular point, but being of opposite sign,
they precisely cancel each other. Hence, the integral of
the shear terms is also finite.
Summarising, we found that the Hawking energy as
well as its first derivative along the null generators of the
past lightcone are well-defined even for surfaces including
swallow-tail type singularities. Knowing that (35) is a well-
defined quantity, we now address the rescaling freedom
of la before studying the monotonicity of (35).
VII. CHOICE OF RESCALING
As mentioned earlier, once a scaling function α is cho-
sen, the Hawking energy will monotonously increase and
be positive along the family of constant (affine) parameter
surfaces (Sλ) associated with this rescaling, if and only
if (35) is positive. Hayward [41] pointed out that the
sign of
∫
S
θ± dS is not an invariant under rescaling la.
In particular, if θ± changes its sign on S,
∫
S
θ± dS can
take any sign and value by constructing an appropriate
rescaling function α on S. In fact, since all terms ap-
pearing in (35) are not invariant under rescaling, one can
use the rescaling freedom to simplify its right-hand-side.
As in the weak lensing case, the term
∫
S
θ+DaΩ
a can
be eliminated even if θ+ is not strictly positive anymore.
Under rescaling la → αla, α > 0, Ωa transforms as
Ωa → Ω+Da lnα ⇒ DaΩa → DaΩa+DaDa lnα ,
(38)
leading to the following Poisson equation for α on S, if
the rescaling is used to eliminate DaΩ
a:
DaD
a lnα = −DaΩa . (39)
We have two cases to consider depending on whether S is
smooth or Lipschitz.
A. Poisson equation on smooth Riemannian
manifold
For smooth S, we have the following existence theorem
for the Poisson equation:
9Theorem: On a closed Riemannian manifold M , if ρ
is a smooth function satisfying
∫
M
ρ = 0: ∃ smooth so-
lution to ∆Φ = ρ, unique up to the addition of a constant.
Since S is a closed manifold,
∫
S
DaΩ
a = 0 and therefore
we can find an α such that DaΩ
a = 0 after rescaling.
B. Poisson equation on a Lipschitz manifold
If S is only Lipschitz continuous, we would still like
to eliminate
∫
S
θ+DaΩ
a. Because the Poisson equation
(39) contains second derivatives, it is ill-defined on a
Lipschitz manifold. However, one can adapt a weak (i.e.
distributional) formulation in the following way. Recall
that a Riemannian Lipschitz manifold (M, q) is a manifold
M equipped with a positive-definite metric q, for which
all transition maps are locally Lipschitz functions. By
Rademacher’s theorem, a locally Lipschitz function f :
Rn → Rm is differentiable almost everywhere (w.r.t to
the n-dim. Lebesque measure). We denote the linear
space of all Lipschitz continuous functions φ : M → R for
which the norm
||φ||2 :=
∫
M
(φ2 + |∇φ|2)dµ <∞ (40)
is finite by Lip1,2(M). This norm is well-defined because
Rademacher’s theorem ensures the existence of the gradi-
ent almost everywhere. We then define the Sobolev space
W 1,2(M) as the Cauchy completion of Lip1,2(M) with
respect to the above norm || . || . If M is a compact, con-
nected, oriented, Lipschitz manifold without boundary,
the weak version of the Poisson equation reads
−
∫
M
〈∇φ,∇f〉 dµ =
∫
M
g φ dµ , (41)
∀φ ∈W 1,2(M), given that f ∈W 1,2(M) and g ∈ L2(M)
(see theorem 1.3 in [42]). Thus, provided that θ+ ∈
W 1,2(M) and DaΩ
a ∈ L2(M), we can find a function α
such that ∫
S
θ+ (DaΩ
a +DaD
a lnα) dS = 0 . (42)
Hence, one way to use the rescaling freedom is to elimi-
nate the term
∫
S
θ+DaΩ
a dS in (35), provided that θ+ ∈
W 1,2(S). DaΩ
a is in L2(M) because of
∫
S
DaΩ
a dS = 0.
If θ+ /∈W 1,2(S), we can use the rescaling of la to achieve∫
S
θ+ dS > 0, but then assumptions on DaΩ
a have to be
made.
VIII. MONOTONICITY
The crucial difference to the weak lensing case is that
there now exists a region of negative θ+ on S connected
to the singular point. This implies that locally, the area
decreases along la although the total area of S can still
increase if A˙(S) =
∫
S
θ+ dS > 0. It is precisely this region
in which energy can now be injected into the interior
of I˙−(p) from the exterior along causal curves. Hence,
the naive monotonicity argument related to Fig.2 holds
only for regions with positive θ+ and fails in regions of
negative θ+. In general, two different effects concerning
monotonicity have to be taken into account:
(i) A variation in the area A leads to a change in the
energy, because the amount of matter enclosed by S
changes. This effect is manifested in the first term
in (35), describing nothing other than the change
of A along the null generators la.
(ii) Energy may leave I−(p) only in regions with θ+ > 0,
and enter I−(p) only where θ+ < 0. This is ac-
counted for by the second integral in (35), stating
two contributions: shear and matter. The first
corresponds to energy transported by the pure grav-
itational field in the form of gravitational waves, and
is even present in vacuum. The latter contribution
is due to matter encoded in the energy momentum
tensor satisfying the DEC. A potential cosmologi-
cal constant can be accommodated in the energy
momentum tensor.
Assume in the following that A is increasing along the
family of surfaces, i.e.
∫
S
θ+ dS > 0. In the case of a
vacuum spacetime, the matter terms vanish and one
only has to deal with the net flux of in- and outgoing
shear contributions. Furthermore, by the Goldberg-Sachs
theorem [43], the geodesic congruence la in a vacuum
spacetime M is shear free, i.e. σ+ab = 0, if and only if M
is algebraically special, that is la is a repeated principle
null direction, see also [44] and references therein for
generalisations. Demanding vanishing shear within
the class of non-vacuum spacetimes imposes a strong
constraint, see [44, 45].
So far, the studied configuration contained only one
strong gravitational lens, see Fig. 1. Nevertheless, the
obtained results can easily be generalised to configurations
with multiple isolated strong lensing events taking place,
that is, the swallow-tail singular points on S have to be
isolated. The more lensing events happen, the larger
the fraction of S with negative θ+. Having more and
more lensing events present will ultimately turn
∫
S
θ+ dS
negative and therefore the whole lightcone will refocus.
This indicates that enough energy is concentrated in the
interior to cause the shrinking of S.
IX. EXTENSIONS
Until now, the discussion was restricted to a family of
topological 2-spheres. In the following, we briefly review
how a change of topology affects the results. One could
imagine that more complicated lensing configurations
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may cause C−(p)∩ I˙−(p) to still consist of one connected
component, but to be topologically different from R× S2.
The Hawking energy can be generalised to arbitrary closed
orientable surfaces S˜, characterised by their genus g, by
using the Gauss Bonnet theorem
∫
S˜
2R dS˜ = 8pi(1 − g),
see for instance [28]. Then, (2) reads instead
E(S˜) :=
√
A(S˜)
32pi3/2
(
8pi(1− g(S˜)) +
∫
S˜
θ+θ− dS˜
)
.
(43)
However, if g(S˜) ≥ 1, and the surface is non-trapped
on average in the sense of [41], i.e.
∫
S˜
θ+θ− dS˜ < 0, the
Hawking energy is negative.
In principle, it is also possible that C−(p)∩ I˙−(p) splits
into n disconnected components of genus gi :
C−(p) ∩ I˙−(p) = R× Sg1 × . . . Sgn . (44)
This can happen for instance in situations topologically
similar to a Schwarzschild black hole (see e.g. [25]).
Hayward [28] observed that the Hawking energy for n
disconnected surfaces is superadditive. If we denote
S1 ∪ · · · ∪ Sn = S∪, then
E∪ =
√
A∪
A1
E1+ · · ·+
√
A∪
An
En > E1+ · · ·+En . (45)
This property is in contrast to the expected subadditivity
of gravitational systems.
X. CONCLUSIONS
The Hawking energy provides a reasonable definition
of energy in the setting of cosmology. The past lightcone
of a point p in spacetime is closely linked to cosmological
observations and therefore provides the ideal geometric
structure to study the properties of the Hawking energy in
a physical set-up. The part of it within the causal bound-
ary, C−(p) ∩ I˙−(p), provides the mathematical arena in
which the Hawking energy is studied. It is a Lipschitz
continuous manifold, potentially containing points where
θ+ is singular, and is assumed to have spherical topology:
C−(p) ∩ I˙−(p) ' R × S2. This seems to be the natural
case, but it would be interesting to get a better under-
standing whether, and under what circumstances other
topologies may arise.
Assuming that the universe is described by a globally
hyperbolic spacetime in which all matter obeys the DEC,
strong gravitational fields may cause the lightcone to in-
tersect itself locally at singular points, or globally. Since
these singular points are conjugate to p, the presence
of singularities indicates the existence of regions on S
where the expansion θ+ of the null generators is negative.
The only two stable types of singularities appearing in
lightcone slices are cusp and swallow-tail singularities [35].
Further restricting such a slice to the causal boundary
seems to suggest that only swallow-tail singularities ap-
pear in Sλ = C
−(p)∩ I˙−(p)∩Σλ. Therefore, two natural
regimes arise. The weak lensing regime, in which self-
intersections are absent, exhibits a positive expansion
parameter θ+ > 0 everywhere on smooth surfaces S. In
contrast, in the strong lensing regime, S is only Lipschitz
and contains swallow-tail singularities, leading to regions
where θ+ < 0.
In the weak lensing regime, the Hawking energy is posi-
tive and monotonously increases along the null generators
of the past lightcone, following directly from Eardley’s
results [20] and the small sphere limit [26]. Although
swallow-tail singularities are present in the strong lensing
set-up, the energy and its derivative remain well-defined,
however, monotonicity (35) depends upon two effects.
Firstly, the area of S changes along the null generators.
Secondly, and in contrast to the weak lensing case, matter
may enter the interior of I˙−(p) ∩ C−(p) through regions
where θ+ < 0. Hence in general, the Hawking energy is
not monotonous along the past lightcone anymore and
monotonicity depends on the balance of in- and outgoing
energy flux.
Of course, the above results equally apply to the future
lightcone. Furthermore, since in the above construction
the lightcone is distinguished from other null hypersur-
faces only by the small sphere limit in the vicinity of the
tip of the cone, the above equations also apply to more
general null hypersurfaces of the same topology.
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